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a b s t r a c t 

Nanoparticles have properties that depend critically on their dimensions. There are a large number of 

methods that are commonly used to characterize these dimensions, but there is no clear consensus on 

which method is most appropriate for different types of nanoparticles. 

In this work four different characterization methods that are commonly applied to characterize the 

dimensions of nanoparticles either in solution or dried from solution are critically compared. Namely, 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy 

(AFM), and dynamic light scattering (DLS) are compared with one another. The accuracy and precision 

of the four methods applied nanoparticles of different sizes composed of three different core materials, 

namely gold, silica, and polystyrene are determined. The suitability of the techniques to discriminate 

different populations of these nanoparticles in mixtures are also studied. 

The results indicate that in general, scanning electron microscopy is suitable for large nanoparticles 

(above 50 nm in diameter), while AFM and TEM can also give accurate results with smaller nanoparticles. 

DLS reveals details about the particles’ solution dynamics, but is inappropriate for polydisperse samples, 

or mixtures of differently sized samples. SEM was also found to be more suitable to metallic particles, 

compared to oxide-based and polymeric nanoparticles. The conclusions drawn from the data in this paper 

can help nanoparticle researchers choose the most appropriate technique to characterize the dimensions 

of nanoparticle samples. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Synthetic nanoparticles are being studied for potential use in

any applications in diverse fields, such as medical diagnostics,

herapy, structural materials, environmental applications, etc. Cer-

ainly, the main impetus for this research is that nanoparticles ex-

ibit size-dependent properties that are very different to the con-

tituent bulk material. Some examples include the optical prop-

rties of metallic nanoparticles, magnetic properties of iron ox-

de nanoparticles, optical properties of semiconductor nanocrys-

als (quantum dots), etc. Implicit in this, is that the actual di-

ensions of the nanoparticles are critical for their properties, and

hus suitability for any application. Therefore, for any potential

pplication, it is of extreme importance that suitable techniques

re used to characterize the nanoparticles, in order to understand

his structure–property relationship. If the common definition of a

anoparticle that it will have at least one dimension of less than
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00 nm is accepted, there is still a large range of magnitudes that

an be probed. For example, in the case of quantum dots, a change

n diameter on the order of 0.3 nm can give a measurable change in

ptical properties [8] . In the case of optical absorption by metallic

anoparticles, a change of a few nanometres can make an appre-

iable difference [12] . It is not only physical properties that depend

n size, since interactions with biological entities such as cells and

iomolecules can depend greatly on the nanoparticle dimensions

22,25] . Although size control is important, some nanoparticle syn-

hetic routes lead to populations with dispersion in size of many

ens of nanometres. 

Many different techniques have been applied to the study of

anoparticle dimensions during the past few decades of nan-

technology research [13,24] . Amongst these, microscopic tech-

iques provide direct imaging of the dry particles. On the other

and, several methods can be applied to particle solutions, such

s light scattering, which measures the mobility of particles in

olution, methods based on sedimentation rate, chromatographic

ethods, and Coulter counting. Finally, crystallographic methods

re also widely applied, although inapplicable to amorphous par-

icles. These techniques are summarized elsewhere [4,13] . For ap-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ultramic.2017.07.001
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ultramic
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.ultramic.2017.07.001&domain=pdf
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Table 1 

Principal characteristics of the methods used. Note that specifications and capabilities are quoted for best possible conditions, and depend strongly on sample type, conditions, 

and instrument. ∗Resolution is quoted for microscopic techniques, and typical detection limit for the light scattering technique. 

Technique Resolution/detection limit Physical basis Environment Material sensitivity Parameters measured 

TEM 0.1 nm 

a , b Scattering of electrons Vacuum Increases with atomic number Size and shape 

SEM 1 nm 

b Emission of electrons Vacuum Somewhat increases with atomic 

number 

Size and shape 

AFM 1 nm 

a (XY), 0.1 nm 

a (Z) Physical interaction with sample Vacuum/air/liquid Equal for all materials Size and shape 

DLS 3 nm 

b Light scattering fluctuations due to 

diffusion 

Liquid Depends on refractive index Size only 

a Eaton and West, [7] 
b Tiede et al., [24] 
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plications where nanoparticles are in solution, an ideal technique

would seem to be high-resolution microscopy in liquid. Liquid cells

are available for all high resolution microscopy techniques, how-

ever, current state of the art imaging in liquids is of consider-

ably lower resolution than under dry or atmospheric conditions,

and many other practical problems hold such methods back at

present [5] . Ultimately, high-resolution microscopy in liquids of

mobile nanoparticles is likely to remain challenging since the very

motion of the particles reduces the time for image acquisition,

greatly decreasing image quality. From the previous statements, it

becomes apparent that a major difference between some of the

methods applied is the question of nanoparticle environment. In

some methods, the samples can be measured while freely moving

in solution, while for others, they must be dried, or even placed

in a high vacuum before measurement. In addition, the nature of

the solution might prohibit the use of some methods. For example,

light-scattering techniques can suffer from significant interference

if the solution contains even small amounts of large contaminants

(e.g. dust) [4] . Meanwhile, drying of solutions for microscopic anal-

ysis can suffer if the solutions contain large amounts of salt, or

buffering molecules, due to formation of crystals or films covering

small nanoparticles. When applicable in solution, some methods

require that the concentration of the sample fall within a very nar-

row window (for example, nanoparticle tracking analysis [10] . The

presence of other materials in solution may also alter results from

some techniques. In addition, some methods are more or less suit-

able for certain types of nanoparticles. For example, electron mi-

croscopy techniques have varying sensitivities for different materi-

als depending on their atomic number. Also, techniques that rely

on drying the samples would be not suitable for materials whose

form is altered by the vacuum required. 

In the work described in this paper, we sought to assess the

suitability of a number of very commonly applied methods to

the precise characterization of the dimensions of several common

types of nanoparticle. Specifically, the characterization methods

tested were dynamic light scattering (DLS), and the microscopic

techniques transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atomic force

microscopy (AFM), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). While

all of these microscopic techniques are capable of imaging and

measuring dried samples of nanoparticles of a variety of materi-

als, they work in different ways, have different methods of contrast

formation, and cannot all achieve the sample maximum resolution.

Some properties of the different methods used are summarized in

Table 1 . For more details of these techniques and their applica-

bility in nanoscience, the following references are recommended

[7,23,27] . 

These methods are perhaps the most commonly used methods

for characterization in use at this time. They were tested with only

spherical particles, but for each nanoparticle material tested, two

different sizes were produced and tested. In addition, the ability of

the techniques to distinguish these two size populations in mixed

samples was assessed. The precision of the techniques was tested

by comparing the size dispersion of the results from each tech-
ique. The nominal sizes ranged from around 15 nanometres to al-

ost 100 nm. Three different materials, gold, polystyrene, and sil-

ca, were tested, and the results from each method on each sample

ompared. 

It is important to emphasize here that direct comparison of the

imensions obtained from each technique is not the aim of this

ork. Indeed, such comparison is not feasible, because each tech-

ique actually measures different properties of the sample [26] .

his can be particularly the case with nanoparticle dispersions

ue to deviations from true monodispersity in the population and

ther problems, even when comparing different instruments all

alibrated in a manner that can be traced back to the international

eter standard (traceable calibration) [9] . In particular, compari-

on of dimensions obtained from light scattering techniques such

s DLS with direct microscopic measurements is highly compli-

ated, and cannot be done directly. There are various reasons for

his, including the fact that light scattering is actually measuring

he hydrodynamic radii of the particles, which includes not just

he particle itself, but the ionic and solvent layers associated with

t in solution, under the particular measurement conditions. In ad-

ition, DLS is a dynamic measurement, extremely sensitive to the

ispersion/aggregation behaviour of the particles in solution. This

s highly difficult to infer from microscopic data on dried solutions

5] . Even amongst the microscopic methods, direct comparison of

alues is not feasible and even in cases where cross-calibration has

een performed to ensure all instruments are comparable to each

ther, can be made only with caution, bearing in mind that each

icroscope measures a different property. For example, in TEM

easurements of metallic nanoparticles, under the conditions used

ere, without shadowing or staining, almost all of the signal will

ome from the metallic core of the particles, ignoring any organic

apping layer. On the other hand, the AFM finds it hard to dis-

inguish between inorganic and organic materials, and measures

he whole particles. SEM sensitivity is probably somewhere be-

ween the two, since sensitivity is greater for higher atomic num-

er materials (this depends somewhat on the type of detector be-

ng used), but organic material may also be detected. All micro-

copic techniques were calibrated to standards, but the standards

ere non-traceable, and the instruments used here were not all

ross-calibrated, so their actual calibrations would be somewhat

ifferent. Therefore, some variation in the actual measured dimen-

ions is to be expected. Nevertheless, the aim of this paper was not

o obtain accurate measurements of the particle sizes, but to as-

ess the suitability of each technique for characterizing each type

f sample, and specifically, the precision of the measurements, and

f they were capable of distinguishing and separating the differ-

nt size nanoparticle populations in mixed samples. Assuming a

xed population of sizes in the sample, the measured broadness of

he distribution found by each technique will reflect the errors and

ther precision-reducing factors inherent in each technique. Broad-

ning of distribution by such factors will also reduce the separa-

ion between populations in measurements of binomial distribu-

ions. Thus, in this paper, we use measured dispersity in the pop-
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Table 2 

Denominations (in bold) of the samples used in this work. 

Gold Polystyrene Silica 

Au1 —nominal diameter 15 nm PS1 —nominal diameter 30 nm Si1 —nominal diameter 50 nm 

Au2 —nominal diameter 60 nm PS2 —nominal diameter 90 nm Si2 —nominal diameter 80 nm 

AuMix —1:1 (vol:vol) mixture of Au1 and Au2 PSMix —1:1 (vol:vol) mixture of PS1 and PS2 SiMix —1:1 (vol:vol) mixture of Si1 and Si2 
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lations, and binomial separations, to compare the performance of

he techniques under study. 

. Materials and methods 

Samples studied : 9 nanoparticle samples were characterised

ith 4 techniques. All nanoparticles are approximately spheres,

iffering in diameter. The sample names, and their expected con-

ent, are described in Table 2 . 

Preparation of gold nanoparticles: For gold nanoparticle (Au1

nd Au2) synthesis, all the required glass material was previously

ashed with aqua regia and abundantly rinsed with deionised wa-

er and Milli-Q water. All the solutions were prepared with Milli-Q

ater. 

Au1 were synthesised by the Turkevich method, with slight

odifications [16] . Briefly, 125 ml of HAuCl 4 1 mM solution was

eated under reflux and vigorous stirring. When the solution

tarted boiling, 13 mL of a pre-heated trisodium citrate 37 mM so-

ution was added. The initial yellow solution turned dark red and

fter 15 minutes the flask was removed from the bath and cooled

own to room temperature. 

Au2 were obtained by a protocol with two distinct phases [3] :

mall gold nanoparticles ( ∼15 nm) were synthesised and then suc-

essive growing steps on top of these initial small gold nanopar-

icles (seeds) were made, until the desired size was obtained. For

he seed synthesis, 150 ml of a 2.2 mM trisodium citrate solution

as heated under reflux and vigorous stirring. When the solution

tarted boiling, 1 ml of HAuCl 4 (25 mM) was quickly injected. The

olour of the solution changed from yellow to light red in 10 min-

tes. After this period, the flask with the seeds (S0 generation) was

emoved from the bath. For the seeded growth of gold nanopar-

icles, the oil bath temperature was set to 90 °C, and, when the

emperature of the seed suspension was stable at 90 °C, 1 ml of

 HAuCl 4 25 mM solution was quickly injected. After 30 minutes,

he reaction was finished (S1 generation obtained). This HAuCl 4 in-

ection was repeated and after 30 minutes the S2 generation was

eady. The sample was then diluted by extracting 55 ml of sample

rom the reaction flask and adding 55 ml of 2.2 mM trisodium cit-

ate solution. After the temperature was again stable at 90 °C, the

rocess of 1 ml HAuCl 4 25 mM injection plus 30 minutes of reac-

ion time was performed three times (S3, S4 and S5 were succes-

ively obtained). Small aliquots from each generation were anal-

sed by UV–Vis spectroscopy in order to evaluate the size [12] . 

Preparation of silica nanoparticles: Fluorescent silica nanopar-

icles (Si1 and Si2) were prepared by a reverse microemulsion

ethod adapted from that described elsewhere [6,20] . The fluo-

escence of the particles was characterized but was not relevant

or the size studies described in this paper (results not described).

he precursor dye was prepared using 1 × 10 −4 M of rhodamine B

sothiocyanate (RBITC) dissolved in 1 ml of water and an equimo-

ar amount of (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES). The mixture

as stirred overnight protected from the light at room tempera-

ure. A water in oil microemulsion was prepared with 1.77 ml of

riton X-100, 1.80 ml of 1-hexanol, 7.5 ml of cyclohexane, 400 μl of

ater and 100 μl of RBITC-APTES. The mixture was stirred for one

our protected from the light and after this period of time, 200 μl

f tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) and 100 μl of NH 4 OH were added

o the mixture and stirred. For Si1, this stirring process was al-
owed to continue for 2 hours, and for Si2, the process was allowed

o continue for 24 hours. To end the reaction and precipitate the

anoparticles, 20 ml of acetone was added to the solution which

aused precipitation of the particles. The nanoparticles were sep-

rated from the reaction mixture by centrifugation and washed 3

imes with ethanol. 

Polystyrene nanoparticles: Polystyrene nanoparticles (P1 and P2),

ere purchased and used as received (with dilution using ultra-

ure water). The PS1 samples was sold as Latex Spheres, 0.03 μm,

ominal diameter, and the PS2 samples were sold as Latex Spheres,

.09 μm, nominal diameter . Both were purchased from Ted Pella, Inc.

Characterisation methods: three microscopy techniques were 

sed on dried samples, and one light scattering technique used on

he solution the dried samples came from. 

Atomic force microscopy ( AFM ): A TT-AFM from AFM Workshop

ith a 15 μm scanner was used in vibrating mode. Probes were

urchased from Applied Nanostructures, Inc., and had approxi-

ately 300 kHz resonant frequency, probe diameter < 10 nm (App-

ano ACT). Samples were deposited onto freshly cleaved mica for

his technique. AFM set-point was optimised for accurate scanning

ithout inducing particle compression. Samples were air dried be-

ore scanning. As with other techniques, sample solutions were

reated in an ultrasonic bath (30 seconds) before deposition to re-

uce aggregation. Images were analysed with a combination of the

pen-source program Gwyddion [19] , and a custom particle-height

easurement routine. In both cases, the analysis consisted of di-

ect height measurement of individual nanoparticles. The maxi-

um height from the substrate was taken as the particle diameter

or this technique. 

Scanning electron microscopy ( SEM ): FEI Quanta 400 FEG-

EM (located at CEMUP, Porto) was used. Imaging conditions var-

ed somewhat between samples. For all samples, imaging was

erformed in high vacuum at 15 kV accelerating voltage. Gold

anoparticle samples were deposited on carbon tape, and for

old sample, backscattered electron images were analysed since

n these samples, higher contrast was obtained from this tech-

ique compared to the secondary electron signal. For both silica

nd polystyrene samples, poor images were obtained from either

econdary electron images or backscattered electron images of un-

oated samples. For these samples, it was found to be necessary

o coat the samples (with gold/palladium) in order to get high-

ontrast images. This of course can lead to some systematic error

n the size measurements. This is discussed further in the results

nd discussion section. These samples were deposited on polished

luminium stubs. As with other techniques, all sample solutions

ere treated in an ultrasonic (30 seconds) bath before deposition

o reduce aggregation. Images were analysed using the open source

tility ImageJ [21] . ImageJ was used to calibrate the images accord-

ng to the internal scale bar from the instrument, and diameter

as measured directly from the images using the line tool. Each

article was measured in two axes and the result averaged to take

ccount of any non-circularity in the profile. 

Transmission electron microscopy ( TEM ): TEM specimens were

repared by placing one (10 μL) drop of the nanoparticle solution

nto a carbon-coated copper grid and drying at room temperature.

s with other techniques, all sample solutions were treated in an

ltrasonic (30 seconds) bath before deposition to reduce aggrega-
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Fig. 1. Examples of silica (Si2) nanoparticle images from AFM (left), TEM (centre), and SEM (right). 

Fig. 2. Examples of gold (Au1) nanoparticle images from AFM (left), TEM (centre), and SEM (right). 
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tion. TEM was performed with a HITACHI H-8100 microscope oper-

ated at 200 kV. Images were analysed using the open source utility

ImageJ (Rasband, 1997–2015), as described above for SEM. 

Dynamic light scattering ( DLS ): DLS was carried out us-

ing a Malvern Zetasizer ZS instrument, using fresh disposable

polystyrene cuvettes for each sample. Samples were subjected to

ultrasonic re-dispersion as mentioned above before measurement.

The Malvern Zetasizer v7.11 software, which uses the cumulants

method of analysis was used to analyse the data. The software

modelled each particle as a sphere, with appropriate refractive in-

dices for the bulk material and the solvent. The same software

was also used for analysis using the CONTIN algorithm. Gold and

polystyrene particles were dispersed in water for measurement.

Silica nanoparticles were dispersed in 100% ethanol as solubility

was better in ethanol than in water. For these samples, which

showed a tendency to aggregate, filtering with 0.2 μm syringe fil-

ters was tried, but made no significant difference to the results.

Each sample was tested 3–5 times, and the results averaged. 

Calculations: Signal to noise ratio, SNR was calculated as

SNR = μsig / RMSnoise, where μsig was the maximum intensity at

the centre of the nanoparticle (with the average baseline adjusted

to zero), and RMSnoise was the root mean square of the varia-

tion in signal in a region free of detectable particles, adjacent to

the measured nanoparticle. To obtain the SNR in decibels (SNR dB ),

the relation SNR dB = 20log 10 SNR was used. SNR was calculated for

at least 15 particles for each method, and results are expressed as

mean ± standard deviation. To calculate the bimodal separation (S)

of data from mixed samples, two Gaussian peaks were fit to the

histograms, and the mean ( μ) and standard deviation ( σ ) of each

peak used in the following equation: S = μ1 – μ2 / (2 × ( σ 1 + σ 2 )).

Scattering cross-sections were calculated using the Mie Simulator

v1.05R2, available at http://www.virtualphotonics.org/software . 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Microscopic techniques 

Some illustrative images of each particle material are shown in

Figs. 1 , 2 , and 3 , for silica (Si2), gold (Au1), and polystyrene (PS2)
amples, respectively. Images of the other samples (Si1, Au2 and

S1) are included in the supporting information. 

In general, scanning electron microscopy presented the most

ifficulties in obtaining images, and for every sample, several dif-

erent imaging and sample preparation conditions were tested be-

ore optimal conditions were found. However, using TEM and AFM,

tandard deposition conditions worked simply and imaging condi-

ions were those commonly used for nanoparticles imaging. 

As mentioned in the material and methods section, diffi-

ulty was found in obtaining high quality images of uncoated

olystyrene and silica nanoparticles by SEM. In particular, the

maller particles, for which low contrast was seen, were more af-

ected by this. The images produced on the uncoated samples were

ot of sufficient quality to enable diameter measurements. How-

ver, after coating with a thin layer of gold/palladium, the image

uality improved to the extent that it was possible to obtain rea-

onable images that enabled dimensional measurement. Prior to

his, image quality was very low and imaging sufficient for diame-

er characterization was not possible (data not shown). The coating

ould have introduced an error into the characterization. From our

ata, this error could not be detected. However, based on the in-

ormation from the manufacturer of the sputter coater, under the

ondition that were used, a film of 7 nm thickness could be pro-

uced. However, the thickness of this layer would not be the same

ll over the sample, and will depend on the angle between the

arget and the part of the sample to be imaged. In particular, in

he case of spherical nanoparticles, where the diameter of the ob-

erved particles is measured, a thinner layer than would deposit

n a horizontally oriented surface, would be expected. Fourteen

anometres would be the maximum dilation of a measured parti-

le that could possibly occur, if the sample was completely covered

ven on vertical surfaces. In this case the diameter measurement

ould measure the thickness of the layer twice, once on each side

f the particle. Thus there was likely an error of somewhere be-

ween 0 and 14 nm in these measurements due to coating. 

The images of Si2 shown in Fig. 1 come from three very dif-

erent techniques, and thus their overall appearance is quite differ-

nt, even though all show the same sample. On the other hand, for

his sample, all three techniques gave high quality images, which

re suitable for measurements of sample dimensions. On very close

http://www.virtualphotonics.org/software
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Fig. 3. Examples of polystyrene (PS2) images from AFM (left), TEM (centre), and SEM (right). 
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Fig. 4. Profiles measured though 3 nanoparticles from the Au1 sample, in data from 

the three microscopic methods used, A, AFM; B, TEM; and C, SEM (backscattered 

electron signal). The signal to noise ratio reported in the text was calculated from 

these profiles, comparing the maximum signal obtained at the position of the par- 

ticle to the RMS noise in the background portion. 
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nspection, it can be seen from Fig. 1 that noise level in the SEM

mage is somewhat greater than in the other two techniques. The

FM data is considerably different to the other two techniques be-

ause it contains information in three spatial dimensions. When

llustrating AFM height data, a colour scale is often included in the

igure (as shown in Fig. 1 ), to enable mapping of grey scale tones

o height information, although accurate estimations of height data

s more easily made with two dimensional profiles. In fact, in

FM images the height dimension (z axis data) is typically used

o determine the diameter of spherical particles, and this method

as used in this work. This is due to probe-sample convolution,

easurements of samples laterally (along the x or y axes of the

FM dataset), is not normally used as it adds a systematic er-

or to lateral dimension measurements [7] . Although this error is

ystematic, it is not trivial to remove it, since the shape of the

robe, which influences the size of the error, is usually unknown.

onetheless, various methods do exist to improve the accuracy of

ateral dimensional measurements in AFM [1] . In the case of spher-

cal particles, these methods are irrelevant, since vertical height

ata can be used, which is not prone to this error, and can be both

ery accurate and precise. In addition, z-axis data from AFM typi-

ally has lower noise and higher resolution than data collected in

he x and y axes. In the cases of SEM and TEM, dimensions are

easured directly from the XY distances in the images, thus the

ateral magnification is important to optimize resolution in the di-

ensional data obtained. For AFM very high lateral magnification

s not required, since dimensional data is exclusively measured in

he z axis. For this reason, lateral magnification in AFM images is

ften low compared to the other two microscopies. Thus, observ-

ng Figs. 1, 2 , and 3 , it can be seen that the lateral dimensions of

he AFM images are all greater than found in the TEM and SEM

mages. 

From Fig. 2 , it can be seen that for Au1, the smallest nanopar-

icle sample tested, the SEM images were very noisy. Au2 gave

onsiderably better results (see Fig. S3, in the Supporting Informa-

ion), indicating, that this is not only a problem of the material,

ather, of the size. In principle, the SEM used had more than suf-

cient resolution to resolve these particles. In this case, the issue

s more likely the size of the signal obtained for these small par-

icles. In the conditions used, the depth of the volume probed by

he SEM should be several hundred nanometres at least [18] , thus

he small nanoparticles actually contribute relatively little to the

ignal measured, and contrast is weak. For the polystyrene par-

icles, similarly to the silica particles, poor images were obtained

ith uncoated samples in SEM. This was particularly the case with

he smaller particles (PS1), which were almost impossible to image

ncoated, and certainly did not produce images of sufficient qual-

ty to enable dimensional measurements. These particular particles

ere also highly challenging to image in the TEM, producing im-

ges with a kind of negative contrast, where the particles appear as

holes” in a darker, surrounding medium (see Figure in supporting

nformation), in the AFM it was noted that although good contrast

ould be obtained on the particles themselves, a thin film was also
 t  
resent after deposition. It seems likely that some low-molecular

eight material was present in considerable concentration in this

ommercial sample. After coating, these samples could be imaged

sing the SEM, although it many cases it was difficult to separate

he particles, possibly again due to a contaminating film. 

In order to show more clearly the difference in image quality

btained from the three microscopic techniques, profiles were ex-

racted from images of the Au1 sample, passing through isolated

anoparticles from all the three microscopic techniques. Example

rofiles are shown in Fig. 4 . In the profiles in Fig. 4 , the y axis

alues—“grey values”—represent the actual grayscale in the case of

EM and SEM. In the case of SEM, the backscattered electron signal

as used. In the case of these two electron microscopies, the in-

ensity reflects the electronic density of the materials under study,
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Table 3 

Summary of results from diameter measurements made with microscopic techniques. 

AFM 

Au1 

AFM 

Au2 

AFM 

PS1 

AFM 

PS2 

AFM 

Si1 

AFM 

Si2 

TEM 

Au1 

TEM 

Au2 

TEM 

PS1 

TEM 

PS2 

TEM 

Si1 

TEM 

Si2 

SEM 

Au1 

SEM 

Au2 

SEM 

PS1 

SEM 

PS2 

SEM 

Si1 

SEM 

Si2 

N 153 129 45 259 151 410 386 99 94 182 446 565 302 172 191 155 207 232 

Median 11.2 51.0 16.6 82.8 52.8 68.8 13.5 58.5 30.4 87.1 45.0 59.1 11.7 52.3 32.0 90.3 43.6 63.4 

Mean 11.2 50.5 16.7 80.4 53.5 68.4 13.7 59.1 31.2 85.8 43.8 57.7 12.1 52.0 32.4 88.7 45.0 63.1 

5th Centile 8.9 41.8 9.8 61.9 44.8 53.9 11.8 48.1 21.3 67.0 31.7 45.4 8.6 33.2 23.2 72.2 34.2 53.1 

95th Centile 13.4 58.7 23.1 92.2 64.3 80.8 16.6 70.0 41.0 97.4 53.6 66.4 18.3 66.5 42.8 100.0 57.8 72.3 

Range as % 

∗ 37 33 80 38 36 39 34 37 63 35 50 36 81 64 60 31 53 30 

∗ The range between the 5th and 95th centile expressed as a percent of the mean value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 

Calculated values of bimodal separation for each mixed 

sample as measured by all three microscopic techniques. 

AFM TEM SEM 

SiMix 0.60 0.55 0.61 

AuMix 3.16 2.45 0.89 

PSMix 2.36 1.90 1.84 
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but also depend greatly on the specific setup of the instrument,

including such parameters as beam intensity, detector and camera

sensitivity, for example. Therefore in this case, actual values of the

grey value have no physical meaning. In the other, hand, in the

AFM, the “z-axis” of the image, i.e. greyscale intensity, represents

real height values. However, since it is not possible to compare the

values from one technique with the others, in each case, the z scale

was just converted to grey value. 

These data clearly show a very much lower noise level com-

pared to the size of the signal (i.e. better contrast) for AFM com-

pared to either TEM or SEM, while the TEM image seemed to be

marginally better than the SEM image. 

In order to analyse further this data, the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) of several of these profiles was calculated (see methods sec-

tion). The SNR is a measure of how large the signal is compared

to average background noise. The raw values are 113 ± 36, 27 ± 10,

and 16 ± 5 for the AFM, TEM and SEM profiles, respectively (in

dB these are 41 ± 3, 27 ± 7, and 24 ± 2 dB, respectively). These data

confirm the impression from observing the profile – the AFM had

considerably higher signal to noise ratio than either electron mi-

croscopy technique, while for our data, TEM had almost double the

signal to noise ratio of SEM. 

It is important to consider here, that the SNR in these cases

do not directly correlate to a comparison of the performance of

the techniques. These data show that under the conditions used,

AFM was a far more sensitive technique in terms of detecting the

nanoparticles compared to the background. However, this is not di-

rectly related to resolving power of the microscopes in question.

For the AFM, the SNR in the z axis is hugely important, since this is

the critical parameter used for most measurements of topography

made in AFM. In the other techniques, the measurements are typi-

cally made laterally, and their most important parameter is lateral

resolution. For AFM, lateral resolution is rather difficult to measure

since it is dependent on the probe used, and probes are not only

somewhat variable, even under optimal manufacturing conditions,

they are also often altered during use (for example, by wear). 

The diameter of the nanoparticles observed in each sample,

including the mixtures of nanoparticles was measured from the

images obtained. The ability to discriminate different sizes in a

mixture is important for mixed samples, but can also be used

as a method to judge whether the method used can really mea-

sure distributions of sizes, or is only a measure of an “average”

size [14] . Histograms showing the results obtained from all mi-

croscopic methods are shown in Figs. 5 , 6 , and 7 for silica, gold

and polystyrene samples, respectively. Table 3 also shows numer-

ical analysis of the diameter measurements for each sample and

method used. 

Examining the histograms of the silica nanoparticle diameters

in Fig. 6 , several conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, one might no-

tice that in general, the actual sizes measured between the three

techniques are somewhat similar, although some small differences

were found. As mentioned previously, all the instruments used

here have not been fully cross-calibrated with each other. Exam-

t

ning mean sizes of the samples in Table 3 , it may be seen that al-

hough some samples did differ between the techniques, there was

o significant difference in the sizes from the three techniques as

 whole, i.e. no one technique consistently gave results larger or

mall than the other techniques. Therefore it seems the calibra-

ion of the three microscopes was probably similar. Without cali-

ration to a standard traceable to the internal system of units, it’s

ot possible to know for sure which of these are the most accu-

ate. Finding significant differences in measured dimensions when

omparing results from different laboratories, even when using cal-

bration standards, is not uncommon [15] . However, actual com-

arison of the sizes obtained by the techniques is not the focus

f this paper, rather the aim is to establish the suitability of the

ethods. Differences in results on individual samples by different

ethods can be due to differences in the properties measured by

he three techniques (as discussed above), or sampling of different

ub-populations by each method. 

Returning to the silica samples, it can also be seen that all three

icroscopic techniques were able to distinguish the silica particles

f different sizes, even though these two samples were relatively

lose to each other in size. Examining in particular the histograms

f the mixed values, it’s possible to see that the two peaks over-

ap, but can be distinguished in the histograms. In terms of sepa-

ation, the AFM seems to have separated the two populations most

learly, and in the case of the SEM the two peaks are present,

ut very close to each other. To the casual observer, the SEM his-

ogram might be mistaken for one broad peak, rather than two

harp peaks close to each other. In order to get some quantita-

ive data on the separation of populations in mixed samples, the

imodal separation was calculated, as described in the methods

ection. This parameter is a measure of how far apart the peaks

re located, compared to the standard deviations. Larger values in-

icate data with greater separation between the peaks, or smaller

tandard deviation of the data. The method used to calculate this

arameter is given in the materials and methods section. The re-

ults are shown in Table 4 . 

According to this data, AFM achieved the greatest separation

etween peaks overall, with TEM generally larger than SEM, the

xception being the SiMix data. In this case, actual bimodal sep-

ration values were very low for all techniques, SEM being the

argest by a very small margin. These data also demonstrate that

he SEM results separated very poorly the mixed gold sample. This

ould well reflect the lower signal to noise ration of the SEM on

his sample. 
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Fig. 5. Histograms resulting from measurements of particle diameter in dried samples of silica nanoparticle samples by three microscopic techniques. The left hand column 

shows results from AFM, the centre column from TEM, and the right hand column shows results from SEM. The upper row shows results from the Si1 samples, the centre 

row shows results from the Si2 samples, and the lower row shows results from the SiMix samples. 

Fig. 6. Histograms resulting from measurements of particle diameter in dried samples of gold nanoparticle samples by three microscopic techniques. The left-hand column 

shows results from AFM, the centre column from TEM, and the right-hand column from SEM. The upper row shows results from the Au1 samples, the centre row shows 

results from the Au2 samples, and the lower row shows results from the AuMix samples. 
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Fig. 7. Histograms resulting from measurements of particle diameter in dried samples of polystyrene samples by three microscopic techniques. The left-hand column shows 

results from AFM, the centre column from TEM, and the right-hand column shows results from SEM. The upper row shows results from the PS1 samples, the centre row 

shows results from the PS2 samples, and the lower row shows results from the PSMix samples. 
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The results on the gold particles ( Fig. 6 ), show a much clearer

separation of sizes overall, by all techniques. This is likely due to

two factors. Firstly, the synthesis of near monodisperse gold par-

ticles is easier due to well established methods in the literature

to produce this type of nanoparticle. The data for the Au1 sample

showed very narrow size dispersions were registered for all the

methods. Secondly, in the case of the gold samples, difference in

size between the two populations was greater, in relative terms,

than those in the other populations (the larger sample was around

four times the size of small sample, versus three times in the case

of polystyrene, and about one and a half times in the case of the

silica). The data show that the population of the Au2 was consider-

ably more disperse than the Au1, in this case, the synthesis was a

multistep process, and there are more opportunities for population

broadening during this process. Overall, in the case of the SEM, the

results for all gold nanoparticles showed more disperse sizes than

the other two techniques did. All methods were able to distinguish

the two populations, but for the SEM, it was a less clear separation.

Looking at the histograms of the polystyrene nanoparticles, it is

possible to see that the populations are somewhat more disperse

than the gold nanoparticles, and the separation poorer, but it was

possible to separate the populations in all methods, including in

the mixed samples. Interestingly, the methods seem to show some

skew in the populations, the larger particles apparently skewed to

larger sizes, and the smaller particles skewed to small sizes. This

effect was detected by all the microscopic techniques, which sug-

gests it is a real characteristic of the samples, and also helps to

validate the use of these techniques to characterize distributions

of nanoparticle sizes. Of all the techniques, the AFM separated the

populations best, with very few sizes detected between the two
ain peaks (see Table 4 ). This perhaps reflects the fact that AFM

as high contrast on these samples (there is practically no depen-

ence of contrast in AFM height images on material type), while

oth electron microscopic techniques show poor contrast for or-

anic materials, such as this polymer. 

Table 3 shows some parameters extracted from the diameter

easurement data (the same data from which the histograms were

roduced). Looking at the average values, either median or mean,

verall, there is no clear trend in the data between the three tech-

iques, suggested that all three microscopes were calibrated simi-

arly. To measure the dispersion of the data, the 5th and 95th cen-

ile of each population was calculated. Expressing this range as a

ercentage of the mean value, gives a number that expresses dis-

ersion of the population, ignoring outliers in the bottom or top

% of the range, while also ignoring any systematic differences be-

ween the actual values given by the techniques. 

Examining these range values, several trends are apparent. For

ost samples, at least as measured by AFM and TEM; the range as

 percentage of the mean gave values between 30 and 40%. The ex-

eption to this is the PS1 sample. Since for this sample, every tech-

ique gives a much wider range of values (60 to 80% of the mean),

e can conclude that this result is a feature of the sample, not

he measurement. Indeed, observing the micrographs, it’s possible

o see something rather strange in this sample. By all techniques

 large amount of amorphous material was observed in this sam-

le, typically surrounding the nanoparticles. As mentioned in the

iscussion above, it seems likely that this sample contained some

ontaminant. 

Another trend is that large values of the size range were ob-

ained in SEM, in general, compared to the other two techniques.
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Table 5 

Size parameters obtained by the DLS for all samples. Each value reflects the average of 3–5 inde- 

pendent experiments. 

Au1 Au2 AuMix PS1 PS2 PSMix Si1 Si2 SiMix 

Z-Average /nm 50.7 52.0 54.4 38.0 93.5 89.5 153.7 121.6 115.1 

PDI 0.53 0.24 0.25 0.13 0.02 0.07 0.37 0.37 0.26 
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ize range was particularly large for the Au1 sample, which is

n accordance with observations of the images. These nanoparti-

les were poorly resolved by this technique. The SEM only pro-

uced values of size range in the range of 30–40% of the mean

alue for the PS2 and Si2 samples; these are the largest sam-

les examined. This suggests that only for relatively large particles

mean size > 60 nm), SEM can compete with AFM and TEM. For

hese large particles, SEM gave quite similar size dispersions, com-

ared to these two other techniques. In fact the dispersion of sizes

n SEM was slightly smaller in SEM for these two large types of

anoparticles. 

As stated previously, for monomodal distributions, assuming

he populations of nanoparticles probed by each technique were

he same, then if a technique shows smaller dispersion in the re-

ults, this technique would have greater precision in the measure-

ents. Looking at the global results, if averaging the range as % of

ean values across all samples for each technique, AFM had 44%

ispersion on average, TEM 43% and SEM 54%. So, AFM and TEM

ere rather more precise, with SEM somewhat less so, overall. On

he other hand, for large samples, SEM displayed precision which

as as good as or better than the other microscopic techniques. 

The TEM also gave a larger value than AFM for the Si1 sample;

his may be due to poor contrast. The Si sample give fairly low

ontrast on the carbon girds, adding to the error in diameter de-

ermination, although the contrast was not as low as that found

or the PS1 sample. Presumably this would be possible to over-

ome with some staining technique such as negative staining. In

his case, it would be expected that TEM could determine the di-

meter as accurately as AFM. The AFM appeared to perform very

adly for the PS1 sample, even though high contrast was seen on

his sample (Fig. S1). The range of values was 80% of the mean

alue. In particular many small features were detected. From the

M methods, it was possible to determine that this Figure was con-

aminated with some non-particulate organic material; this might

ave affected the spread of values in the AFM data. While AFM has

igh sensitivity to almost any material, this can be a drawback for

ontaminated samples [2] . 

.2. Light scattering 

Dynamic light scattering was also used to characterize the so-

utions from which the samples for microscopy were made. This

echnique is very different to imaging of dried samples, and is

ensitive to dynamic aggregation, aggregation, agglomeration, etc.

urthermore measurement of sizes from DLS data is an indirect

ethod, based on determination of frequency of movement, and

odelling of the size from this data. Thus, there are several rea-

ons to expect different results from this technique compared to

he microscopic techniques. 

The first parameters that were extracted from DLS data were

umerical parameters, namely the Z-average, and the polydisper-

ity index, using the cumulants method. In general, these are the

arameters reported for DLS data, although further characteriza-

ion parameters can be extracted. Z-average is defined as the har-

onic intensity averaged particle diameter. It is the primary pa-

ameter that comes from DLS data, and often described as the

ost stable parameter, and is commonly used in standard proto-
ols for description of nanoparticles in solution. This value is effec-

ively a measure of the average hydrodynamic diameter of the ob-

ects detected in solution, weighted by volume squared. Although

t is more directly obtained from the raw scattering data com-

ared to some other methods of characterizing the size data from

LS, Z-average can only be compared to size as measured by other

echniques under certain circumstances. Namely, these are that the

ample is near-spherical in shape, has a low polydispersity, and

hat the size dispersion is monomodal [17] . The PDI is a dimen-

ionless parameter that is a measure of the broadness of the dis-

ersion of detected sizes. Thus, values below 0.1 can be defined as

Monodisperse”, i.e., they have a narrow dispersion of sizes. Values

bove 0.7 are considered too polydisperse for DLS analysis. 

The values of z-average and PDI for all the samples examined

re shown in Table 5 . 

Examination of this data reveals important implications for the

se of DLS to characterize solution nanoparticle samples. The only

amples that have results compatible with the nominal values

ere the monomodal polystyrene samples. In these samples, val-

es of PDI compatible with monodispersity, i.e. close to or less

han 0.1, were obtained. The PS2 sample, in particular, showed a

ery low PDI and a z-average very close to its nominal value. The

S1 sample also gave a value close to the nominal value, with a

lightly larger PDI. The fact that these samples exhibit expected

ehaviour in this technique is not surprising in the context of the

act that polystyrene nanoparticle samples are the type of samples

ypically used to calibrate and validate the DLS technique. In fact,

amples, of 10 0–30 0 nm diameter are typically used. Polystyrene

anoparticles are highly appropriate for DLS analysis since they are

ighly charged in solution, stable, and undergo relatively little dy-

amic aggregation in solution. In addition, it’s highly likely that the

ominal values reported by the vendor come from light scattering

echnique such as DLS; since it is a rapid, standardized technique,

articularly for sample such as these. It is possible to see that the

S1 sample caused some small deviations from the nominal val-

es, possibly due to low scattering cross-section and possibly due

o presence of contaminants noticed in microscopy studies. Despite

he low dispersity and close match to the nominal values of the

LS data on the simple polystyrene samples, the results on the

ixed sample (PSMix) confirms that this technique is not useful

or characterization of bimodal samples. The results of the PSMix

ample were very close to those from the PS2 sample, with a very

lose z-average (89.5 versus 93.5), and a slightly larger PDI. De-

pite DLS not being able to separate bimodal distributions, based

n first principles it could be expected to find an average result

or the mixture value somewhere intermediate between the results

or PS1 or PS2. However, the z-average value of PSMix is extremely

lose to that of PS2, and in fact it was within the variability of the

esults obtained on PS2 (data not shown). The reason for this is

ue to the difference in scattering cross section between 30 and

0 nm particles. Calculating the theoretical difference between the

cattering cross sections, it is found that scaling up a model 30 nm

anoparticle to 90 nm results in an increase in scattering cross sec-

ion of just over 10 0 0 times. Thus, while the diameter of PS2 was

ominally three times greater than that of PS1, the response from

he DLS was likely three orders of magnitude greater. Considering
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Z-average will exacerbate this situation further than only consid-

ering scattering cross section, since it is further weighted towards

larger particles. 

Turning to the other types of nanoparticles under study it can

be seen that in general, the DLS results from silica and gold corre-

lated poorly with microscopy results compared to the polystyrene

nanoparticles in DLS studies. In the case of the gold particles, all

of the PDI values were above 0.2, and in the case of the Au1 sam-

ple, the values was very high, at 0.53. In addition, the z-average

for the Au1 and Au2 were almost identical. It is possible that in

solution the Au1 particles dynamically aggregate and de-aggregate,

given this large z-average result, which is considerably larger than

any individual particles in the solution according to the microscopy

data. The DLS raw data before averaging showed quite a large vari-

ability between one run and another, with no particular trend in

the data, once again, suggesting that the DLS is detecting aggre-

gation in solution. For the mixed sample, a z-average was obtained

that was not intermediate between the large and small samples; in

fact it was larger than the value for the large sample, clearly show-

ing that DLS analysis using this parameter is not appropriate for

mixed samples. By definition, Z-average is not appropriate for any-

thing other than monomodal distributions. However, for the Au2

sample, the z-average was actually quite similar to results from

microscopy, and while the PDI was large, this actually matched

the microscopy results, where fairly broad dispersions were found

for this sample. However, light scattering and microscopic tech-

niques are measuring different properties of the sample, under dif-

ferent conditions. It is noteworthy that by all microscopic tech-

niques, samples of Au1 showed what appeared to be small aggre-

gates in the dried samples. While it is hard to correlate distribu-

tion of particles seen in dried samples to solution behaviour, it is

tempting to infer that the microscopic results also indicated that

in solution, these particles are likely very slightly aggregated. It is

worth noting that this type of nanoparticle has been under synthe-

sis for more than five years in our lab, and in our experience, the

solutions are highly stable (no large-scale aggregation, or changes

in UV–vis spectrum for months of shelf life), DLS results typically

show larger sizes than found in microscopic studies. 

For silica samples, the DLS results showed different behaviour

again. In this case, the z-average for every sample was consider-

ably larger than results from microscopy studies. In this case, the

PDI values were also fairly large (although not as large as for Au1).

In the silica samples, the sample that was the smallest according

to microscopy studies gave the largest z-average, while the mixture

gave the smallest z-average. These results clearly do not relate to

the sizes of individual particles, but to some dynamic behaviour. In

fact, the particles were not entirely stable in solution. If left for a

matter of hours, the particles would aggregate and then sediment

out of solution. However, this behaviour appeared to be reversible,

the entirety of the samples being re-dispersed by sonication. Al-

though no visible sedimentation occurred during the experiments,

it is likely that this process was occurring and led the DLS to de-

tect small aggregates in solution. During the DLS experiments, the

samples were sonicated thoroughly and measured immediately af-

terwards. It was noted that if the results were repeated after a few

minutes, different results could be found (data not shown). In this

case the DLS produced results reflecting the solution behaviour of

the silica particles, which could not be detected by the microscopy

techniques. 

The DLS also produces histograms of size in order to attempt

to characterize dispersion of sizes. Results showing intensity aver-

ages are shown in Fig. S5. Note that to obtain such data, further

assumptions are made about the sample. The more processing is

applied to the raw data, the more likely that inaccurate results are

obtained. Thus, number-average histograms, which should in prin-

ciple be closer to microscopy data (which are, after all, plots of
umber of nanoparticle versus diameter), can be considered to be

ess realistic than intensity-average histograms, because in order

o change the data to number of nanoparticles, they involve more

ssumptions about the state of the sample. Nevertheless, number-

verage histograms are included for comparison, in the supporting

nformation (Fig. S6). 

Looking at the data in S5, it may be seen that, as with the z-

verage and PDI data, the results for the polystyrene particles most

losely match the nominal sizes and microscopy data, with a lower

eak for the PS1 sample than the PS2, and relatively narrow peaks.

f the two, the PS1 data is much broader than the PS2, as evi-

enced by the PDI values of these samples. However, the PS1 peak

oes not extend significantly about 100 nm, unlike the PS2 data.

he PSMix peak is remarkably similar and there is no data seen in

he region where the PS1 data occurs. Once again, this is likely due

o the orders of magnitude lower scattering at these small sizes.

he data confirms than bimodal populations cannot be character-

zed by this technique. 

Moving to the gold nanoparticle data, the situation becomes

ore complicated. The histograms suggest at least two populations

n each of the gold samples, Au1 and Au2. In the case of the Au1,

here appears to be a broad main peak stretching from close to

0 nm up to several hundred nanometres, with what appears to be

 small shoulder which reaches down to well below 10 nm. A sec-

nd peak at very large diameters (from several hundred nanome-

res) passes beyond the actual axis of the plot in Fig. S5, and in fact

he highest populated bin was around 50 0 0 nm. Clearly this sam-

le was very complex, and not according to the definition of DLS

s being suitable for only monomodal distributions. Therefore it

ould seem these distributions of sizes are not to be trusted. Nev-

rtheless, although in correct in details, they give further evidence

f solution aggregation in this sample. The Au2 results are also

omewhat unusual. The presence of a small peak around 10 nm

ould make sense if this was a mixed sample, but microscopy

ata suggested very few small nanoparticles in this sample. Sur-

risingly, the AuMix sample was actually the only one of these

amples which showed a histogram suggesting a monomodal dis-

ribution. In the case of the silica particles, it was observed for all

amples, that the distribution was somewhat skewed, with a pro-

ounced tail at larger diameters. In every one of these cases, some

ata was detected at more than 10 0 0 nm (although the numbers

ere very small for Si2 and SiMix). This actually ties in well with

he idea that these samples contain very large aggregates, which

ventually sediment out of solution due to their large size. Num-

er average histograms (Fig. S6) also showed reasonable results for

S samples and multiple peaks for both Au1 and Au2. In the case

f the silica sample, two populations were seen for Si60, and one

or both Si90 and the mixed sample. 

The CONTIN algorithm was also tested, since this method is re-

ortedly better at analysis of multicomponent systems than the

ore commonly applied cumulants method. However, this method

as also unable to distinguish individual peaks corresponding to

he two size populations in the mixed samples. The method found

nly one peak for the AuMix sample (at 65.4 nm, on average), and

nly one peak for the PSMix sample (at 97.5 nm). For the SiMix

amples, multiple peaks were found – the primary (most popu-

ated) peak was detected at 123.6 nm on average. A second peak,

hich was variable in position between runs, was detected at be-

ween 30 0 0 and 40 0 0 nm. In one run, a third peak was detected

t 651 nm. Since the hydrodynamic diameters represented by these

eaks are much greater than the sizes of the individual particles,

hey were almost certainly due to the presence of large aggregates

n the solution. Further evidence comes from analysis of the DLS

ata on the individual silica samples, both the Si1 and Si2 samples

howed at least two peaks in each run, the larger one variable in

osition, but always between 2500 and 4500 nm. These data show
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ow DLS cannot resolve individual populations of single particles

or these samples, but is able to detect aggregation in solution, dif-

cult or impossible for microscopy techniques. 

. Conclusions 

All of the techniques used here have considerable value as

ethods to determine dimensions of nanoparticle samples. How-

ver, the most appropriate technique depends on sample type, as

ell as the type of information which is required. Considering the

icroscopic techniques, it was found that all the methods were

ble to characterize the samples, although metal coating to in-

rease contrast was required for SEM to enable high-quality im-

ges. This introduced an error of up to 14 nm. These methods were

lso able to separate populations in heterogeneous samples. Of the

hree techniques, SEM was least appropriate for small nanoparti-

le types. AFM was rather independent of nanoparticle material,

elivering very high contrast and signal to noise ratio on all sam-

les. On the other hand, it can be sensitive to cleanliness of the

ample. If rapid characterization of large number of nanoparticles

s required, TEM offers the highest throughput, being capable of

ollecting images with thousands of nanoparticles at high magni-

cation in a few minutes. The smallest nanoparticle discussed in

his work had a diameter of 15 nm, while there are whole classes

f nanoparticles smaller than this. For example, semiconductor

uantum dots, which are typically nanocrystals with diameters fre-

uently below 6 nm. Both AFM and TEM are capable of adequately

haracterizing these nanoparticles [11] , while previous experience

ndicated that SEM and DLS would not be able to determine their

imensions. 

The DLS was proved to be completely inappropriate for mixed

amples, and it was confirmed that unstable samples lead to un-

eliable results with this technique. It also seemed to deliver

oorer results with smaller nanoparticles. On the other, hand, the

ethod does reveal details about the dynamics and stability of the

anoparticle solutions, which are impossible to obtain from micro-

copic methods. For example, from microscopic results, our silica

amples appeared as well separated, un-aggregated particles, while

LS revealed the instability in these dispersions. 

Which technique a researcher is likely to use most likely de-

ends on the availability of, and familiarity with the methods.

here are considerable differences in access to such techniques as

hese. Worldwide, more electron microscopes are installed than

tomic force microscopes. DLS instruments are fairly widespread,

ut probably not used in as broad a range of fields as micro-

copes. On the other hand, the purchase cost of our TEM was ap-

roximately double that of the scanning electron microscope, and

wenty times that of our AFM. The high cost of electron micro-

copes, as well as high maintenance costs typically means access

o them can be difficult. The purchase price of the DLS was low,

bout double that of the AFM. In addition, these instruments are

ompact, have low maintenance costs, and simple to use, although

ata interpretation is more complex. 

Overall, before choosing a technique to characterize a nanopar-

icle sample, it is recommended that researchers consider the type

f information required and the appropriateness of the techniques

o particular samples, in particular considerations such as the size

f the nanoparticle, and the material of which it is composed. A

ombination of methods, with careful interpretation of the data is

sually the best option. 
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